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Abstract 
 

The recent and ongoing improvements in telecommunications, financial, 

and industrial fields create remarkable needs for reliable and easy to use 

authentication system. These systems are broadly used in many ubiquitous 

applications including: banking, information dissemination, and online and 

electronic trade systems. 

Writer identification systems are one of the most common authentication 

systems currently used. In spite of the huge development in writer identification 

systems, Arabic writer identification has not been studied as Latin or Chinese 

writer identification until the last few years. Arabic Writer identification systems’ 

development faces many challenges, including the characteristics of Arabic 

writing, noise effectiveness, text thinning as well as the contours or the allograph 

of handwriting. 

In this thesis, we propose an Arabic offline text-independent writer 

identification system based on the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 

algorithm and the k-means clustering algorithm. The system consists of two 

stages: training and identification stages. In the training stage, the SIFT 

descriptors (SDs) are extracted from the input handwritten samples, and then the 

k-means clustering algorithm is applied on these SDs to produce a centers for 

each writer and store them in the codebook. In the identification stage, the 
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 SDs are extracted from the test input handwritten sample and matched 

with the ones in the codebook for identification by using k-nearest neighbors 

matcher (K-NN).We used the IFN/ENIT database in our work. 

In this thesis, a comparison between three cases was applied by 

changing the centers of SIFT descriptors clusters that were produced by 

applying k-means clustering algorithm; the first case with 150 centers, 

the second one with 300 centers and the third one with 600 centers.  

The results showed that the best case was when using 300 

centers where the recognition ratio (RR) of identifying the writer was 

81% as Top 1, 86% as Top 2 and 94% as Top3, where Top 1 means 

that the system retrieves the correct writer for the sample as the first 

candidate, Top 2 means that the system retrieves the correct writer for 

the sample as the second candidate, Top 3 means that the system 

retrieves the correct writer for the sample as the third candidate. And 

these results were compared with (Chawki and Labiba, 2010) and 

achieved better recognition ratio.  
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Chapter One: Introduction  
 

The development of image processing technology and its applications can 

be applied to solve the personal identification problem, which is considered as 

one of the noticeably challenged problems. Most of the traditional ways of 

personal identification (e.g. PIN, Keys, etc.) did not success and caused fake 

authentication, because they may be shared, lost or stolen (Ubul, et al., 2012). 

Therefore, the need to apply rapid, non-traditional and strong authentication way 

has increased to maintain high of confidentiality and security of our life. 

Biometric systems are among of the most reliable authentication systems. 

There are two kinds of biometric characteristics:  physiological (e.g. face, 

fingerprint etc.) and behavioral (e.g. handwriting, gait, voice etc.) (Zhu, et al., 

2000). Among different types of biometric systems, writer identification systems 

are considered one of the most popular behavioral biometric systems and recently 

they are a very active area of research (Kanade, et al., 2005; Jain, et al., 2006).  

Writer identification is the process of identifying who is the writer of the 

handwritten text based on his/her character-writing features. It has been studied 

in wide areas, such as security, financial activity, forensic, digital rights 

management, decision-making systems and to solve the expert problems in 

criminology (Louloudis. et al., 2011). As a result, it is appealing enough to each 

industry and academia (Said, et al., 2000; Srihari, et al., 2002; Schomaker and 

Bulacu, 2004; He, et al., 2008).  
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Writer identification systems have essential advantages over traditional 

authentication systems since everyone has specific features which couldn’t be 

stolen easily, also they have the advantage of easy to access, cheap and reliable  

(He, et al., 2007; Ubul, et al., 2012). 

The writer identification system performs a one-to-many search in the 

dataset with handwriting samples of known writer, and then the system should 

suggest a list of candidates that have samples most similar to the one in testing 

based on feature matching (Siddiqi and Vincent, 2009; Chawki and  Labiba, 2010). 

Figure 1 shows the identification systems procedure.  

 

Figure1: Writer identification procedure. 

 

Figure 1 shows the process of writer identification systems, where after the 

handwritten text is entered to the system to identify its writer, the system matched 

with database that contains all writers with their own features to retrieve the 

candidates writers based on the similarity between their features and the input 

handwritten text features.  
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Any writer identification system contains: data acquisition, pre-processing, 

feature extraction, and decision making or classification. And these are the main 

stages for all writer identification systems (Ahmed and Sulong, 2014). 

 In data acquisition stage the handwritten document is entered into the 

system using one of the ways that can provide this technology (e.g. scanning 

process). After that handwritten attributes are gained automatically to be 

represented as features. 

In preprocessing stage the information is set up to get better accuracy of 

the system and performs the writer identification properly. In  general, one or all 

of the following steps are followed for offline writer identification systems; applying 

filter to eliminate the noise and undesired area, converting the colored image to 

gray-scale image or black and white image, resizing the image which may cause 

a huge loss in image information. 

Feature extraction stage is a critical part of writer identification systems; 

since in this stage the system extracts unique information for every input 

handwritten image and this information is called features, which can be either 

global or local (Palhang and Sowmya, 1999). Global features describe properties 

of complete handwritten image (Bouletreau, et al., 1998; Said, et al., 2000; Siddiqi 

and Vincent, 2008) such as (slope, density of thinned image, width to height ratio 

and skeweness… etc). While local features represent the distribution of the pixels 

of handwritten image that are deriving in the manner a  
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writer specifically writes characters (Bulacu, et al., 2003; Bensefia, et al., 

2005) such as (slant angle, black pixels etc). 

 Classification stage is the last stage of the system, where Handwriting 

images provided by every one of the candidates are used to train the classification 

task. When classification is accomplished, another handwriting images are used 

to test the accuracy of system. 

Writer identification can be classified into on-line and off-line based on the 

input method of writing (He, et al., 2005; Halder, et al., 2016). In on-line, the writing 

behavior is directly captured from the writer and converted to a sequence of 

signals using a transducer device but in off-line the handwritten text is used for 

identification in the form of scanned images (Saranya and Vijaya, 2013; Al-

Maadeed, et ai., 2016). The on-line problem is usually easier than the off-line 

problem since more information is available about the writing style of a person 

such as speed, angle or pressure (Schlapbach, et al, 2008). 

Text-dependent and text-independent are the other classification of 

automated writer identification Dependent on the text content (Plamondon and 

Lorette, 1989; Pavelec, et al., 2008). Text-dependent only matches the same 

characters and the writer should write the same text (Bulacu and Schomaker, 

2007; Halder, et al., 2016). In text-independent any text can be used to establish 

the identification of a writer (Sreeraj and Idicula, 2011). In general, Text dependent 

systems accomplish better performance than text independent systems with very 

small amount of writer data (Pavelec, et al., 2008).  
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Offline text-independent writer identification can be classified into two 

categories: texture-based methods and structure-based methods (Wu, et al., 

2014). Texture-based methods take the handwritten texts as a unique texture 

image then detect and extract the textural features for identifying the writer where 

the structure-based methods usually depend on the contours or the allograph of 

handwriting. Recently, the most studies in writer identification focused on the 

structure-based methods because they are much more intuitionist, stable and 

notable than texture-based methods (Thasneem and Febina, 2015). 

Our proposed system will be focused on Arabic offline, text independent, 

local features and structure-based method.  

In the next sections we will illustrate the motivation of our proposed system, 

the cause of selecting this problem to resolve and our contribution that we’ve 

performed to resolve this problem. 

1.1 Motivation of Thesis 

 

Arabic writer identification has not been addressed as Latin or Chinese 

writer identification till the last few years (Maliki, 2015) although the noticeable 

large improvement in writer identification systems. 

 Arabic is spoken by Hundreds of millions people around the world and it’s 

the language of the holy QURAN. Arabic script characters and similar characters 

are used by means of a much higher percentage of the world’s population to write 

languages such as Arabic, Farsi (Persian), and Urdu.  
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 Thus, the potential to automate the interpretation of written Arabic might 

have extensive advantages. 

Arabic Writer identification systems development faces many challenges 

including the noise effectiveness, the text thinning, the text skewness and the 

characteristics of Arabic writing especially the contours or the allograph of 

handwriting; it is easily affected by the slant.  

 However, when the document is written, the words are usually taken as an 

entire and the structures of them are usually stable and have a robust discriminate 

for different writers. Therefore, the structures between allographs inside the same 

word are important for determining the individuality of the writer (Wu, et al., 2014). 

 To deal with these problems, we applied a scale invariant feature 

transform (SIFT) algorithm on Arabic handwriting samples. 

 1-2 Problem Statements 

 

The primary challenge that faces researchers in writer identification 

research area is to detect the features of the handwritten sample. Over the years, 

all preceding researches have attempted to find a way to extract the important 

features of the handwritten samples that will enhance the performance and give 

a good result, because the primary purpose is to increase the accuracy of the 

identification approach (Al-Ma’adeed, et al., 2008). 
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Arabic text writing characteristics is another challenge for selecting the 

suitable features to determine the correct writer - especially the allograph of  the 

handwriting or the contours -  where Arabic letters have many shapes and can be 

written in distinctive manner depends on its position in the word (Benjelil, et al., 

2009). In additional Arabic writer identification systems’ enhancement faces many 

challenges such as noise effectiveness and skewness. 

 1-3 Research Contributions  

 

In this research, we proposed an Arabic offline text-independent writer 

identification system based on Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 

algorithm and k-means clustering algorithm using k-nearest neighbors matcher (k-

NN).  

SIFT is one of the most popular algorithms that used to extract the 

descriptor from image because it has many properties such as invariant to scale 

change, invariant to rotation change, invariant to illumination change, robust to 

substantial range of affine transformation, and  highly distinctive for discrimination 

( Lowe, 2004). 

K-means clustering algorithm is applied on SIFT descriptors (SDs) to make 

the number of features extracted by SIFT limited and fixed for each writer. 
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1-4 Organization of Thesis 

This thesis consists of six chapters; Chapter 1 presents a general 

introduction of writer identification system. Chapter 2 is background and literature 

review chapter which gives the scientific background of writer identification 

systems, illustrate SIFT algorithm and k-means clustering algorithm. Chapter 3 is 

research of methodology chapter that presents the design of our offline writer 

identification system that based on SIFT algorithm and k-means clustering 

algorithm using the k-nearest neighbors matcher k-NN. Chapter 4 explains the 

system implementation that shows how the designed system is implemented and 

tested. Chapter 5 is results and discussion chapter that shows the results and 

analyzed them. Chapter 6 shows the main conclusions of this thesis and presents 

some of possible future works. 
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Chapter Two: Background and Related Work 
 

Writer identification process of Arabic language has not been addressed 

as Latin or Chinese writer identification till the last few years (Bulacu, et al, 2007; 

Maliki, 2015). However, most of the Arabic writer identification methods are 

extracted the features (local or global) from the handwriting document that can be 

used to determine the writer (Ahmed and Sulong, 2014). 

In the next section a review of related works of writer identification systems 

will be explained to show how these systems have improved during the last few 

years. After that, we present a section that explained how the descriptors are 

extracted from images using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm. 

The second section is about the k-means clustering algorithm which 

illustrates how the K-means clustering works and explains the aim of the 

clustering. 

The third one is about the k-nearest neighbors matcher (k-NN) which 

explains how does it works. 
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2.1   Related Work 

 

Recently, writer identification is a very active area of research. Many 

researchers presented and developed different systems to identify the writer. 

Shahabi and Rahmati (2006), presented a strategy for offline text-

independent writer identification based on Farsi/Arabic handwriting, the features 

were extracted from preprocessed handwriting documents depends on multi-

channel Gabor filtering and co-occurrence matrix features. For evaluation their 

proposed method, they selected 25 persons to evaluate their strategy. 

 Bulacu and Schomaker (2007), proposed an effective method for text 

independent writer identification and verification that use probability distribution 

functions (PDFs) extracted from the handwriting document to determine the 

correct writer. Their method depends on the textural and the allographic features. 

The PDF represent the characteristic of the writer and is computed using a 

codebook obtained by clustering. The best performance of writer identification and 

verification accomplished was by the combination of some textural and allographic 

features. 

Gazzah and Amara (2007), proposed a new method for Arabic writer 

identification. Where they extracted the handwriting texture analysis by combining 

Global features (2-D discrete wavelet transforms) and Local features (space 

among sub-words, and features extracted from dots, line height). Experiment was 

used 180 samples obtained from 60 different writers as dataset and a modular 

multilayer perceptron as classifier.  
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AL-Dmour and Zitar (2007), proposed a new method for feature extraction 

based on hybrid spectral–statistical measures (SSMs) of texture. They compared 

their method with multiple-channel (Gabor) filters and the grey-level co-

occurrence matrix (GLCM). The maximum discriminate features were selected 

with a model for feature selection using hybrid support vector machine–genetic 

algorithm techniques. Arabic handwriting texts for 20 different persons and Four 

classification strategies (linear discriminate classifier (LDC), support vector 

machine (SVM), weighted Euclidean distance (WED), and the K nearest 

neighbors (K_NN) classifier) had been used within the Experiments.  

Al-Ma’adeed et al. (2008), presented a new method for Arabic text-

dependent writer identification. They firstly applied the normalization process to 

the word, then they extracted the features (heights, lengths, and areas) from the 

word images which were considered as edge-based directional features and it 

also contain three edge-direction distributions include several different size. They 

created a new dataset collected from 100 writers. And WED used as a classifier 

in the experiment. The best result of 90% was obtained when 3 words were 

implemented in the top-10. 

 Chawki and Labiba (2010), presented a new Arabic off- line Text-

Independent writer identification and verification method. Where they 

implemented a texture classification approach primarily based on a set of new 

proposed features extracted from Grey Level Run Length (GLRL) Matrices. The 

IFN/ENIT Database was used in the experiment.  
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  Siddiqi and Vincent (2010), presented a novel method for writer 

recognition, their method depends on two different ways of writing, redundant 

patterns in the writing and its visual attributes. They segmented the handwriting 

image into small fragments with a fixed window and then generated codebook 

based features (The codebook and contour features were combined together) to 

represent different writers. The Arabic handwriting IFN/ENIT database was used 

in the system with nearest neighbor classifier.  

 Lutf, et al. (2010), proposed an efficient method for Arabic writer 

identification. They segmented the input handwritten text into two parts. The first 

one is for the letters and the second one for is for the diacritics. The local binary 

pattern LBP histogram for every extracted diacritic from the input handwritten text 

had been calculated to be use as features. They used the IFN/ENIT database in 

the experiments.  

 Helli and Moghaddam (2010), presented a text independent system for 

Persian writer recognition. Features are extracted using Gabor and Xgabor filter.  

The FRG (feature relation graph) was used to represent the extracted features for 

every person. The success rate for its ability to determine the correct author was 

98%. 

 Al-Ma’adeed (2012), used the same method as used in Al-Ma’adeed et al. 

(2008) except changing the classifier to K-nearest neighbor classifier. The 

success rate for the top-10 writers was more than 90%.  
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  Djeddi et al. (2013), explained the sensitivity of codebook-based writer 

recognition methods of the patterns in the codebook. They firstly explained that a 

codebook created from a different script than those of writings under study 

achieved identification rates substantially approaching those of the classical 

codebook based methods. This method was evaluated by using a set of database 

in Arabic, French, English, German, Urdu and Greek. 

 Wu, et al. (2014), proposed an efficient text-independent writer 

identification system depends on scale invariant feature transform (SIFT), it 

contains three main stages: training, enrollment, and identification. In which two 

SIFT features, SIFT descriptors signature (SDS) and scale and orientation 

histogram (SOH) are extracted from handwritten images to determine the 

individuality of the writer. The hierarchical Kohonen SOM clustering algorithm and 

six public data sets (including three English data sets, one Chinese data set, and 

two hybrid-language data sets) were used in the experiment. 

Newell and Griffin (2014), proposed a new technique depends on Oriented 

Basic Image Feature Columns (oBIF Columns). They described how (oBIF 

Columns) can be used for assigning the writer and how this texture-based scheme 

can be enhanced by encoding a writer’s style. Delta encoding provides a more 

informative encoding than the texture-based encoding. IAM dataset was used in 

the experiment. 
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  Sreerag et al. (2015), proposed  a novel  of  offline  text  document  

authorization  using  multiple  feature  extraction  method  scale invariant feature 

transform (SIFT)  and speed up robust feature (SURF). It composed of two stages 

enrollment and identification. In all stages SIFT descriptors are extracted the scale 

and orientation (SOs) of the each sentences. At the same time SURF will extract 

the scale and orientation (SOs) of the same word. These extracted features are 

stored in the code book. SVM  classifier  is  used  for  measuring  the  accuracy  

of  the  both  SIFT  and  SURF  algorithm. Experimental results consist of different 

English data sets (Iam, Firemaker etc).  

Thasneem and Febina (2015), proposed an efficient Offline text-

independent writer identification method depends on scale invariant feature 

transform (SIFT). It includes three stages: training, enrollment, and identification 

stages. SIFT descriptors signature (SDS) and scale and orientation histogram 

(SOH) are extracted from handwritten images to determine the individuality of the 

writer. They used the K-means clustering algorithm to find the correct writer. And 

they evaluated their work by using six public data sets. 

In this section, we provided a study of related works for writer identification 

systems. This study demonstrated different procedures that used to evolve these 

systems through the last years such as Delta encoding oriented Basic Image 

Features (oBIF Columns), local binary pattern histogram (LBP) for each diacritic, 

Height area, length and Edge –direction distribution, contour-based orientation 

and curvature features, Gabor & Xgabor filters, etc.   
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 In this research we propose Arabic offline text-independent writer 

identification system that based on SIFT algorithm and k-means clustering 

algorithm using k-NN matcher. This will be reviewed in the next sections. 

2.2    Survey of SIFT Algorithm and Clustering Algorithms  

 

Recently, different feature descriptors have been proposed. For example, 

the Gaussian derivatives descriptor (Florack, et al., 1994), the complex features 

descriptor (Baumberg, 2000), the phase based local features descriptor (Carneiro 

and Jepson, 2003) and the moment invariants descriptor (Mindru, et al., 2003). 

However, in 2004, a descriptor that outperforms the other descriptors was 

proposed, this descriptor is Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) (Lowe, 

2004). It has a distinctive power to fend the effects of localization errors off 

(Mikolajczyk and Schmid, 2005) by applying the stable interest point detector in 

scale space. Then, it computes the histogram of the local oriented gradients 

around the interest point to locate the key points. Finally, rotation invariant 

descriptors are constructed. 

Also several clustering methods have been proposed such as fuzzy c 

means clustering (Dunn, 1973; Bezdek, 2013) and support vector machines 

(Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) and K-means clustering (MacQueen, 1967) which 

considered the most common algorithm uses an iterative refinement technique 

(Jamnejad, et al., 2014). 
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2.2.1   SIFT Algorithm    

 

Lowe (1999), proposed a new algorithm called Scale Invariant Feature 

Transform (SIFT). Where his algorithm (SIFT) analyses an image based on 

Gaussian scale-space and generates descriptors at minimum and maximum in 

the difference-of-Gaussian function of two adjacent scale space images. That was 

the initial implementation of the SIFT algorithm. 

Lowe (2004), developed his work to extract stable features from the image 

which can be used to identify the object.  These features are invariant to rotation 

and scale. Also they are robust against illumination changes and noise. That 

means the features can be detected in image although the object has been rotated 

or its distance has been changed. 

SIFT algorithm consists of four main stages; scale-space extrema detection, key-

point localization, orientation assignment and key-point descriptor.  

In scale-space extrema detection stage, SIFT decomposed the source 

image into scales and octaves. SIFT takes the source image and create a new 

images from it with different blurring levels (each new image is less blurring than 

the previous one) and the set of different blurring levels of the image is called 

octave. Then, SIFT resize each image on the octave to half size and the set of 

different sizes of each image in the octave is called a scale. And SIFT keep 

repeating. 

“Blurring” is referred to as the convolution of the Gaussian operator and the 

image:  
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𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎) = 𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝜎) ∗ 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦),                             

 

where L is a blurred image, G is the Gaussian Blur operator,  I is an image, 

x and y are the location coordinates, σ is the “scale” parameter and The * is the 

convolution operation in x and y. 

 

Then the SIFT uses scale-space extrema in the difference-of-Gaussian 

(DOG) function convolved with the image pyramid to detect stable key-point 

locations in scale space efficiently (Lowe, 1999). As shown in figure 2, the 

difference-of-Gaussian function convolved with the image, D(x,y,σ), which can be 

computed from the difference of two nearby scales separated by a constant 

multiplicative factor k: 

𝑫(𝒙, 𝒚, 𝝈) = (𝑮(𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒌𝝈) − 𝑮(𝒙, 𝒚, 𝝈)) ∗ 𝑰(𝒙, 𝒚) 

= 𝐋(𝐱, 𝐲, 𝐤𝛔) − 𝐋(𝐱, 𝐲, 𝛔).  
(2) 

(1) 
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.Lowe, 1999)(Gaussian -of-enceifferhe DTFigure 2:  

 

In key-point localization step and after the DOG are calculated, each pixel 

in the image is compared with its 26 neighbors pixels, 8 of them in the same level, 

9 pixels in the above level and 9 pixels in the below level. If the pixel has the 

maximum or the minimum value among all the 26 neighbors' pixels, it is 

considered as key-point. As shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3: The neighbors of the pixel (Chergui and Kef, 2015) 

 The numbers of the extracted key-points are too many and some of them 

are not needed, therefore, SIFT uses some ways to eliminate edges and low 

contrast regions, it uses the quadratic Taylor expansion of the scale-space 

function to get more accurate location of key-point. Taylor expansion is shown in 

the following equation: 

𝑫(𝒙) = 𝑫 +
𝝏𝑫𝑻

𝝏𝒙
𝒙 +

𝟏

𝟐
𝒙𝑻 𝝏𝟐𝒚

𝝏𝒙𝟐
                                         

where x is the offset, and D is the DOG scale space function. 

Also if the value of DOG for any key-point is less than a threshold value 

(0.03), it is rejected (Lowe, 2004). Therefore, only the interest key-points are 

selected 

  

(3) 
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In orientation assignment step and after deleted the unwanted key-points, 

the orientation is assigned to each interest key-points to get invariance to image 

rotation. The magnitude and orientation are calculated for all pixels around the 

key-point using these formulae:  

        𝒎(𝒙, 𝒚)  =

√(𝑳(𝒙 + 𝟏, 𝒚) − 𝑳(𝒙 − 𝟏, 𝒚))𝟐 + (𝑳(𝒙, 𝒚 + 𝟏) − 𝑳(𝒙, 𝒚 − 𝟏))𝟐                                        

                𝐭𝐚𝐧−𝟏((𝑳(𝒙, 𝒚 + 𝟏) − 𝑳(𝒙, 𝒚 − 𝟏)) ∕ (𝑳(𝒙 + 𝟏, 𝒚) − 𝑳(𝒙 − 𝟏, 𝒚))) =𝜽(𝒙, 𝒚)  

  where m(x, y) is the magnitude and θ(x, y) is the orientation. 

In the histogram, the 360 degrees of orientation are divided into 36 bins 

(one for each 10 degrees). The highest peak in the histogram is taken and any 

peak above 80% of it is also considered to calculate the orientation. 

Finally key-point descriptor step, where in this step - after identifying the 

location of all interest key-points and assigned orientation for all of them in the 

previous step - Key-point descriptors are generated to represent the image data 

around the key-point (Lowe, 2004). Where A 16x16 neighbors around the key-

point is taken. It is segmented into 16 sub-blocks with size 4x4; each one of them 

has eight bins (one for each 45 degrees). Therefore a total of 128 bin values 

(4x4x8) are available as shown in figure 4. 

  

(5) 
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                                         (A)                                        (B) 

 Figure 4: Part (a) shows 16x16 windows around key-point. Part (b) Shows the 128 

dimensional vectors (8*4*4) (Panchal, et al., 2013). 
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2.2.2    K-Means Clustering Algorithm 

 

Clustering is the process of dividing objects into groups called clusters, and 

the objects inside the same cluster are more similar to each other than other 

objects from other clusters (Minaei-Bidgoli, et al., 2014; Parvin, et al., 2011). K-

means clustering aims to group the n objects based on attributes/features into K 

number of groups. 

The Κ-means clustering algorithm uses iterative refinement to create a 

final result. The algorithm consists of two main inputs factors; they are the 

number of clusters Κ and the all data set. The data set is a collection of features 

for each data entry. The algorithm initially choices the Κ centers, which can 

either, be randomly generated or randomly selected from the data set. Figure 

5 shows the flowchart of K-means clustering.  

 

Figure 5: K-means clustering flow chart  
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The algorithm then iterates between two steps: Data assignment step 

and Center update step. 

In data assignment step: Each cluster has one center. Where each data 

entry is compared to each center in all clusters, based on the squared 

Euclidean distance. Then the data entry moves to cluster that has the nearest 

center to the data entry.  

In center update step the centers are recomputed. This is done by taking 

the mean of all data points assigned to that center's cluster. 

The algorithm iterates between the above steps until a stopping criteria 

is met (i.e., no data points change clusters, the sum of the distances is 

minimized, or some maximum number of iterations is reached) (Jamnejad, et 

al., 2014). 

  2-2-3  The K-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) Matcher  

 

The K-nearest neighbors (k-NN) algorithm is a method to classify objects 

depended on the closest training examples in the feature space. It is considered 

one of the simplest matching and classifying algorithms. Even with its simplicity, 

it can achieve highly results. k-NN is a kind of instance-based totally learning or 

lazy to learn where the function only is approximated domestically and the entire 

computation is deferred till classification. It stores all available cases and classifies 

the new cases depends on the similarity measure (Mirkes, 2011). 
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k-NN matching classifies data into a training set and a testing set. For every 

row of the testing set, the K nearest training set objects (in Euclidean distance) 

are found, and the classification is assigned by way of majority vote with ties 

broken at random. If there are ties for the K-th nearest vector, all candidates are 

included within the vote (Bazmara and Jafari, 2013). 

The training examples are considered as vectors in the multidimensional 

feature space, each one with a class label. The training step of the algorithm 

contains of storing the feature vectors only and class labels for the training 

samples.  

In the classification step, k is considered as a user-defined constant, and 

an unlabelled vector (test point) is classified by way of assigning the label which 

is maximum frequent among the k training samples nearest to that test point. 

Figure 6 shows the process of K-nearest neighbors (k-NN) algorithm. 
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Figure 6: The process of K nearest neighbor matcher (Bazmara and Jafari, 

2013). 
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology 
 

The main goal of this research is to develop a full writer identification 

system for Arabic handwritten text to avoid the challenges those affect the Arabic 

writer identification systems. In this thesis, we proposed an Arabic offline text-

independent writer identification system based on SIFT algorithm and k-means 

clustering algorithm using the k-NN matcher.  

The research methodology is developed in five main stages to maintain a 

high recognition ratio and a good performance, including (Theoretical study, 

Arabic handwritten dataset creation, identifying the issues that needed to be 

considered in designing Arabic writer identification system, the development 

system frame work and comparison and analysis). Figure 7 shows the 

methodology followed in this research. 

 

 

Figure 7: Research methodology of our proposed system.  
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3.1 Theoretical Studies 

 

 Theoretical studies that precede the development which include 

researching for the latest background of the research problems and identifying the 

objectives and scopes have been done. The theoretical studies are done by 

referring to literatures in published papers and journals. 

3.2 Determine the Dataset  

 

In our proposed system we used 569 samples for 10 writers from Arabic 

handwriting IFN/ENIT dataset. Most of these samples will be entered to the 

system in the training stage and the rest of them will be used to test the system in 

the identification stage. 

3.3 Defining the Arabic Writer Identification Issues 

 

While defining the Arabic Writer Identification Issues the challenges that 

must be taken into consideration when designing a full Arabic offline text-

independent writer identification system are completely studied.  

3.4 The Proposed System  

 
In this thesis we proposed an Arabic offline text-independent writer 

identification system based on Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 

algorithm and k-means clustering algorithm using the k-NN matcher. The system 

consists of two stages: training and identification stages. In the training stage, the 

SIFT descriptors (SD’s) are extracted from the input handwriting sample,  
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then the k-means clustering algorithm are applied on these SD’s to produce 

a centers for each writer which had been stored in the codebook. In the 

identification stage, the SD’s are extracted from the test input handwriting sample 

and matched with the ones in the codebook for identification using k-NN matcher. 

Figure 8 shows the proposed system framework. 

 

Figure 8: The proposed system framework. 

3.5 Comparison and Discussion  

 
For validation, the proposed system is compared with the one proposed by 

(Chawki and Labiba, 2010) based on the Arabic writing identification challenges. 

Both of two systems were evaluated by using the IFN/ENIT database. 
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From these five stages above the conclusion of the proposed system and 

the suggestion (future work) are provided at the end of this research. 
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Chapter Four: System Implementation 
 

This chapter presents the implementation of our proposed system that 

detects the features for input handwriting samples using SIFT algorithm, k-means 

clustering and the k-NN as a matcher. Arabic handwriting IFN/ENIT dataset ( 

Pechwitz, et al., 2002) was used in the system.  

The framework of the system consists of several steps,  which  are 

determining the dataset  step,  data  pre-processing  step, features  extraction 

step,  codebook generation step and data  matching  step. The implementation of 

each step is explained in the following sections. 

4.1 The Dataset   

 

In this research we used the Arabic handwriting IFN/ENIT dataset 

(Pechwitz, et al., 2002). It considers one of the popular available Arabic 

handwriting dataset. This dataset was generated for training and testing 

(validating) the recognition systems for Arabic handwritten words and was used 

for the ICDAR 2005 Arabic OCR competition (Märgner, et al., 2005) . 

 IFN/ENIT dataset contains many images of Arabic handwriting sample of 

Tunisian towns/villages names. It was collected from 411 writers each one of them 

has nearly 50 handwritten samples filled in nearly 5 forms, in totally it contains 

nearly 26000 binary word images (Chawki and Labiba, 2010). 
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IFN/ENIT dataset images have a resolution of 300 dpi and they are in 

monochrome BMP format. The file size should be less than 18 KB and the image 

dimensions are also restricted and have an upper and lower bound, both for height 

and width. The height ranges are 50 and 161 pixels at the same time as the width 

ranges are 90 to 976 pixels. As an additional restriction, the town name at 

maximum includes three words and the word may have any number of sub-words, 

symbols or alphabets. Writers have been asked to fill in paperwork without a 

restrictions and without writing traces or boxes (Pechwitz, et al., 2002). 

In this research we used 569 samples for 10 writers from IFN/ENIT dataset; 

each writer has from 50 to 60 different samples. Some of these samples are 

written more than one time for the same writer and some of the same samples are 

written from different writers as shown in figure 9. Most of these samples were 

entered to the system in the training stage and the rest of them were used to test 

the system in the identification stage. Figure 9 shows five handwritten samples for 

three different writers (a, b, c). 
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Figure 9: Examples of handwritten samples for different writers (a, b, c). 

4.2 Data Pre-Processing  

 

In this step, all the input handwritten samples are converted to gray-scaled 

images before the system extracted their features.   

4.3 Features Extraction 

 

The proposed system consists of two stages: training and identification 

stages. Feature extraction process is performed in both stages using SIFT 

algorithm.  
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In the training stage, the SIFT descriptors (SD’s) are extracted from all input 

handwriting samples (one by one) for each writer. Writer SD’s are stored in an 

array to be used in codebook generation step.  

In the identification stage (testing stage), the SD’s are also extracted from 

the test input handwriting sample to be used for identifying in matching stage. 

4.4 Codebook Generation 

 

Since SIFT algorithm is used to detect a number of key points and extract 

their descriptors, a large amount of key-points from different handwriting samples 

may be introduced, and it is not easy to keep all of  these SD’s for writer 

identification. K-means clustering algorithm is applied on the SD’s which are 

extracted from the training stage in the previous step into N categories to make 

the number of the features limited and fixed and represent each category with its 

center,  is  called  a  code. All  of  the  N  codes  form  a  SD codebook  with  size  

N. and N is determined as 300. Figure 10 shows the process of codebook 

generation 
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. 

 

Figure 10: The process of codebook generation. 
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Figure 10 shows the process of codebook generation where the first input 

handwritten text for the first writer is entered to the system, and then the system 

will extract the features (SD’s) from it using SIFT algorithm. This is will be done 

for all handwritten texts for the first writer to collect all his features, after that K-

means clustering is applied for the features extracted by SIFT for the first writer to 

calculate his centers. The system will do this procedure for all writers to generate 

the codebook. 

4.5 Feature Matching  

 

In this step, the SD’s extracted from the input handwriting sample in the 

identification stage are compared with 3000 centers (300 centers for each writer) 

which were stored in the codebook to identify the writer. This matching process is 

done by the k-NN matcher. Figure 11 shows the feature matching process. 

 

Figure 11: The process of feature matching.  
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Figure 11 shows the process of feature matching where this process is 

started after the training stage finished and codebook generation process 

completed. In feature matching process the handwritten text is entered to the 

system. Then the system will extract the features from it by SIFT algorithm and 

matched them with the ones are available in the codebook using  the k-NN 

matcher to identify the writer based on the similarity between the features. And 

finally see the performance of the system and its accuracy. 

4.6 System Implementation  

 

Our proposed system was written in python language using open CV 3.0 

libraries and was run using jetBrains PyCharm community edition 2017.1.1 

program. The  used  computer  is  Lenovo laptop  with  windows  10  pro  edition  

as  an  operating  system;  it  has intel(R) core(TM) i3 CPU at 2.53 GHz and 4 GB 

installed memory. 

A simple windows application is created to represent user framework. 

Figure 12 shows form application window: 
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Figure 12: Our developed windows application Form. 

As shown in figure 12, windows application form contains one picture box 

(where the input image is uploaded) and it contains also two text boxes; one for 

k-means clusters to determine the number of centers for SIFT descriptors clusters 

and the other one to determine the threshold value.  

It also contains three buttons; generate codebook (calculate the values of 

centers for each writer), upload image (allow the user to select the new input 

image) and find writer (to display the number of matched features for all writers) 

When the user clicks the generate button after he assigned the number of 

centers in the k-means clusters text box, the system will calculate the values of 

centers for each writer and saved them in the codebook as shown in figure 13:  
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Figure 13: The process of assigning the number of centers. 

When the system calculated the centers, it extracted the descriptors from 

each sample for all writers. Figure 14 shows the process of calculating the 

descriptors from the sample. 
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Figure 14: The process of collecting the descriptors. 
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After the system finished calculating the number of centers process and 

saved them in the codebook successfully a box message will be shown to tell the 

user that the process of codebook generation is finished, as shown in figure 15: 

 

Figure 15: The process of codebook generation completed.  
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Then, the user can upload image for matching process by clicking on 

upload image button as shown in figure 16: 

 

Figure 16: The process of uploading image. 
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Then the user should be determined the threshold value and this value is 

fixed and equal to 0.8 as (Lowe, 2004) as shown below in figure 17: 

 

Figure 17: The process of determining the threshold value. 

Once the user clicks find writer button, the system extracts the features of 

the new uploaded image and matches them with the ones that stored in codebook.  
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 Then, the system retrieves the number of features for all writers that 

matched with the input image as shown in figure 18:  

 

Figure 18: The process of recognizing the input image and the number of 

matched features for all writers. 
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As shown in figure 18 beside each writer there is the number of his matched 

features. And the one who has the highest value, he considered as Top 1. And 

the second one is considered as Top 2 and so on. In the above figure the input 

image is for writer 1, and the result of the number of his matched features is the 

highest. So we can say that writer 1 is Top 1 for that image. 
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Chapter Five: Results and Discussions 
 

In this chapter, the proposed system is tested using 100 samples, 10 

samples for each writer and the recognition ratio (RR) is measured for all writers. 

This parameter is indicator of system's robustness.  Whenever, the performance 

of the system is increased if the RR is increased. Therefore, to design a robust 

system, we should take into consideration RR parameter. 

Recognition ratio is defined as the ratio between the numbers of times 

when the system retrieves the correct samples and the number of all tests (the 

number of all used samples in system testing). The following equation calculate 

recognition ratio (RR): 

 

5.1 Results 

The experimental study was implemented on the handwritten samples from 

IFN/ENIT dataset where the system was tested using 100 samples, each 10 

samples for one writer. We tested our system more than one time and in each 

time we changed the number of centers of SIFT descriptor clusters. We used 150, 

300 and 600 centers. And we considered the RR for Top 1, Top 2 and Top 3. 

Table 1 shows the RR of (Top1, Top2 and Top3) for each writer with 150 centers.  
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Table 1: RR for writer identification performance obtained with 150 centers. 

RR (%) 

 

 Writer No 

 

RR (%) For Top 1 

 

RR (%) For Top 

2 

 

RR (%) For Top 3 

Writer 1 90% 90% 100% 

Writer 2 60% 60% 80% 

Writer 3 70% 80% 90% 

Writer 4 100% 100% 100% 

Writer 5 50% 60% 80% 

Writer 6 100% 100% 100% 

Writer 7 80% 80% 90% 

Writer 8 80% 90% 90% 

Writer 9 60% 60% 70% 

Writer 10 80% 100% 100% 

 

 Table 1 shows the RRs for SIFT algorithm with k-means clustering using 

kNN matcher for all writers. As we described before we used many Arabic 

handwritten texts from  IFN/ENIT dataset to train the system (collecting features 

for all writers and store it in the codebook) and then we tested the system with 10 

handwritten texts for each writer with different centers of SIFT descriptor clusters. 

In this case we tested the system with 150 centers of SIFT descriptor  
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 clusters. And the results have shown that the RR is deferent from writer to 

writer. 

Figure 19 shows the RR of the system when the number of centers of SIFT 

descriptor equal to 150 centers. 
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Figure 19: The RR with 150 centers. 

Then we changed the number of centers to 300 centers to see how the 

performance of system will be with this changing as shown In Table 2. 

Table 2: RR for writer identification performance obtained with 300 centers. 

RR(%) 

 

 Writer No 

 

RR(%) For Top 1 

 

RR(%) For Top 

2 

 

RR(%) For Top 3 

Writer 1 90% 90% 100% 

Writer 2 70% 70% 90% 

Writer 3 80% 80% 90% 

Writer 4 100% 100% 100% 

Writer 5 70% 80% 90% 

Writer 6 100% 100% 100% 

Writer 7 80% 90% 100% 

Writer 8 80% 90% 100% 

Writer 9 50% 60% 70% 

Writer 10 90% 100% 100% 

 

Table 2 shows RRs for the system for all writers when the number of 

centers of SIFT descriptor clusters are changed to 300 centers.  
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Figure 20 shows the RR of the system when the number of centers of SIFT 

descriptor equal to 300 centers. 

 

Figure 20: The RR with 300 centers. 
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Then we changed the number of centers to 600 centers to see how the 

performance of system will be with this changing as shown In Table 3. 

Table 3: RR for writer identification performance obtained with 600 centers. 

RR (%) 

 Writer No 

 

RR (%) For Top 1 

 

RR (%) For Top 

2 

 

RR (%) For Top 3 

Writer 1 80% 90% 100% 

Writer 2 60% 70% 80% 

Writer 3 80% 80% 90% 

Writer 4 100% 100% 100% 

Writer 5 60% 70% 90% 

Writer 6 100% 100% 100% 

Writer 7 80% 90% 90% 

Writer 8 70% 90% 90% 

Writer 9 50% 60% 70% 

Writer 10 80% 80% 90% 

 

Table 3 shows RRs for the system for all writers when the number of 

centers of SIFT descriptor clusters are changed to 600 centers. 
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Figure 21 shows the RR of the system when the number of centers of SIFT 

descriptor equal to 600 centers. 

 

Figure 21: The RR with 600 centers. 

The RRs percentage in the all above tables 1, 2 and 3 were calculated 

using the equation (6). 
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Then, we calculated the average of RR for all writers with all above cases 

to see the performance of system as shown in table 4. 

Table 4: Comparison of the RR averages for writer identification 

performance for all writers with 150, 300 and 600 centers. 

   
  

                    RR (%) 
NO. of Centers      

 
 

 
RR (%) For Top 1 

 
RR (%) For Top 2 

 
  

 
 

 
RR (%) For Top 3 

150 77% 82% 90% 

300 81% 86% 94% 

600 76% 83% 90% 

 

Table 4 shows that when using 300 centers of SIFT descriptor clusters we 

achieve the best performance for system in all of top 1, top 2, and top 3.  

Figure 22 shows the Comparison of the RR averages for writer 

identification performance for all writers with 150, 300 and 600 centers. 

 

Figure 22: Comparisons of RR average with 150,300 and 600 centers 
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5.2 Discussions 

 

The proposed system is tested using different inputs data; handwritten 

samples, centers and threshold value.  

As shown in results section, the proposed system using SIFT algorithm 

with k-means clustering achieved an deferent RR ratio depends to the number of 

centers of SIFT descriptors.  

As shown in table 1 for the first case (150 centers), system testing showed 

that, the system retrieved the correct samples 77 times in top 1, 82 times in top 2 

and 90 times in top 3 from 100 samples, which makes the recognition ratio of the 

proposed system 77% in top 1, 82% in top 2 and 90% in top 3. 

As shown in table 2 for the second case (300 centers), system testing 

showed that, the system retrieved the correct samples 81 times in top 1, 86 times 

in top 2 and 94 times in top 3 from 100 samples, which makes the recognition ratio 

of the proposed system 81% in top 1, 86% in top 2 and 94% in top 3. 

As shown in table 3 for the third case (600 centers), system testing showed 

that, the system retrieved the correct samples 76 times in top 1, 83 times in top 2 

and 90 times in top 3 from 100 samples, which makes the recognition ratio of the 

proposed system 76% in top 1, 83% in top 2 and 90% in top 3.  
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As a result, from the above deferent experiments, the performance of the 

system achieved best result when the system tested using 300 centers for the 

SIFT descriptors clusters. As shown on table 4. 

It’s obvious that some of writers have unique and special manner of writing 

and the most -if not all- of his handwritten texts are written in the same way and 

any one can note the similarity between them. This kind of writers usually 

accomplishes high RR percentage as writer 4 and writer 6 in all tables 1, 2 and 3, 

where the system could identify all their tested samples with RR = 100%. On the 

other side, the same writer may be written the same sample in a deferent manner. 

And this kind of writers causes a low RR percentage as writer 9 in all tables 1, 2 

and 3.  

In literature review section we showed other systems that used other 

feature extraction methods and deferent matchers to achieve a good result. 

 (Chawki and Labiba, 2010), they proposed Arabic off- line Text-

Independent writer identification method. Where they implemented a texture 

classification approach particularly primarily based on a set of new proposed 

features extracted from Grey Level Run Length (GLRL) Matrices. They used 

IFN/ENIT Database in their experiment. The identification rates achieved from 

their experiment were 77.53% in Top 1, 84,46% in Top 2 and 88,62% in Top 3. 

And they made a Comparison with other two methods for them  
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((Combination Black GLRL, White GLRL and GLCM Features), GLCM 

Features).as shown in table 5. 

A comparison between our proposed system with (Chawki and Labiba, 

2010), had been done as shown in table 5. 

Table 5: Comparison between RR of our proposed system and (Chawki and 

Labiba, 2010) and other two methods for them (Combination Black GLRL, White 

GLRL and GLCM Features, GLCM Features). 

RR(%) 

 
 
ALGORITHM 

Top1 Top2 Top3 

Combination Black and White GLRL 

(Chawki and Labiba, 2010) 

77.23 % 84.46% 88.62% 

Combination Black GLRL, White GLRL and 

GLCM Features 

82.62% 89.08% 91.85% 

GLCM Features 76.46% 85.23% 90.15% 

Our Proposed Algorithm 81% 86% 94% 

 

Table 5 shows a comparison between the performance of our system and 

(Chawki and Labiba, 2010) system. The RR of identify the writer as Top1 is 81% 

, as Top 2 is 86% and  94% as Top 3 for our system. While the RR of identify the 

writer as Top 1 is 77.23%, as Top 2 is 84.46% and 88,62% as Top 3 for their 

system.  
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Table 5 also shows A comparison between (Chawki and Labiba, 2010) and 

two other methods for them. Combination Black and White GLRL (Chawki and 

Labiba, 2010) method enhanced the recognition rate if we compare it with GLCM 

Features. But the combination between both methods (Black GLRL, White GLRL) 

and GLCM Features accomplished better results as shows in Table 5. 

Figure 23 Shows comparison between RR of our proposed system and 

(Chawki and Labiba, 2010) and other two methods for them. 
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Figure 23: Comparison between RR of our proposed system and (Chawki 

and Labiba, 2010). 
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Chapter Six: Conclusions and Future Works  
 

The improvement in image processing technology can be applied to 

resolve the personal identification problem, which is considered as one of the 

notably challenged problems in that technology. Many the traditional ways of 

personal identification (e.g. PIN, Keys, etc.) were failed and caused fake 

authentication, because they may be shared, lost or stolen. Therefore, the need 

to apply rapid, non-traditional and strong authentication way has increased, to 

maintain the security of our life. Biometric systems are among of the maximum 

reliable authentication systems. 

  6.1 Conclusions  

 
Among different types of biometric systems, writer identification systems 

are considered one of the most popular behavioral biometric systems and recently 

they are a very active area of research due to the noticeably enhancement in 

information technology and its applicability in many fields such as security, 

financial activity, forensic, decision-making systems and to solve the expert 

problems in criminology. 

In this thesis, we proposed an Arabic offline text-independent writer 

identification system based on Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) 

algorithm and k-means clustering algorithm. The system consists of two stages: 

training and identification stages. In the training stage, the SIFT descriptors (SDs) 

are extracted from the input handwritten samples, and then the k-means  
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clustering algorithm is applied on these SDs to produce a centers for each 

writer and store them in the codebook. In the identification stage, the SDs are 

extracted from the test input handwritten sample and matched with the ones in 

the codebook for identification by using k-nearest neighbors matcher (k-NN). We 

used 569 samples for 10 writers from Arabic handwriting IFN/ENIT dataset. Each 

writer has (50-60) different samples, some of these samples are written more than 

one time for the same writer and some of the same samples are written from 

different writers. 

 In this thesis, a comparison between three cases was applied by changing 

the centers of SIFT descriptors clusters; the first one with 150 centers, the second 

one with 300 centers and the third one with 600 centers. The results showed that 

the best case was when using 300 centers and the recognition ratio (RRs) of 

identifying the writer were 81% as Top 1, 86% as Top 2 and 94% as Top3. 

In this thesis, a comparison between the performance of our system and 

(Chawki and Labiba, 2010) system was done. The RR of identify the writer as 

Top1 is 81% , as Top 2 is 86% and  94% as Top 3 for our system. While the RR 

of identify the writer as Top 1 is 77.23%, as Top 2 is 84.46% and 88,62% as Top 

3 for their system. 
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6.2 Future Works  

As a future work for our proposed system, we suggest to use another kind 

of local descriptors on feature extraction stage. Also the combination between 

local features and global features (slope, slope direction, density of thinned image, 

width to height ratio and skeweness… etc) may be enhanced the performance of 

the system and produce more reliable classification accuracy. And we suggest 

also to do some tests with others classifiers such as SVM or Bayesian classifiers. 
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